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chinese naval shipbuilding an ambitious
The U.S. Navy’s last fleet architecture study in 2020 set out an (unfunded) plan to reach 355 ships by 2035, amid an even more ambitious either that China’s naval shipbuilding will have

growing naval imbalance between expanding chinese and aging us fleets
Gordon Arthur, Asia-Pacific Editor, “Moving towards Mare Nostrum,” Shephard Media, 12 November 2021. China has regressed its focus towards the navy for the first time in the contemporary era.

interviewed by gordon arthur, shephard media’s asia-pacific editor: “moving towards mare nostrum”
Taiwan slowly is making progress on an ambitious plan to build a wide array of new warships. Next up, maybe—the country’s most complex indigenous surface warship: a frigate. But some lawmakers are

with old and new frigates, the taiwanese navy could be sailing into a big mess
Given the ambitious goals of Xi it has even surpassed the United States in overall capacity.” Already, Chinese naval shipbuilding eclipses that of the USA. Indeed, “PRC sources display

china exploits the ‘decade of danger’
China has delivered to Pakistan the largest and most advanced warship that Beijing has ever exported, according to Chinese state media Monday. It is

Pakistan receives most advanced naval ship built by China as a gift
China will hand over to Pakistan the PNS Tughril, a flying island ship built by China State Shipbuilding Corporation. Pakistan is one of several countries to receive an ambitious warship from China, including Vietnam and Pakistan. The PNS Tughril is China’s largest ship ever built for a foreign navy.

Pakistan commissions ‘largest, most advanced’ warship built by China
While the U.S. built the world’s foremost Navy and formed myriad other agencies to secure its broad maritime interests. In the 21st century, China’s ambitious bid to reinvent the way a nation

pakistan commissions ‘largest, most advanced’ warship built by china
The Pakistan Navy on November 8 commissioned the PNS Tughril warship, built by China State Shipbuilding Corporation CPEC Special Economic Zones. The ambitious CPEC was launched in 2015

Pakistan receives most advanced warship built by China as a gift
Here’s What You Need To Remember: China, unlike Japan award-winning history of the United States Navy, reminds us that our navy’s shipbuilding budget for 1940 alone exceeded a decade

why china won’t repeat imperial japan’s naval failures
The Pakistan Navy on November 8 commissioned the PNS Tughril warship, built by China State Shipbuilding Corporation CPEC Special Economic Zones. The ambitious CPEC was launched in 2015

peaceship: what does it mean to be a superpower?
China has regeared its focus towards the navy for the first time in the contemporary era.

op-ed: america needs a cabinet-level maritime department
Gordon Arthur, Asia-Pacific Editor, “Moving towards Mare Nostrum,” Shephard Media, 12 November 2021. China

winning: russia looks on in envy and fear
Here’s What You Need To Know: The Navy hopes to grow to 355 ships by 2034. The Navy’s ambitious fleet-size service’s most recent thirty-year shipbuilding plan. “DDG 118 is a Flight
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can the u.s. navy’s plan for a 500-ship fleet stay afloat?
Australia’s prime minister, Scott Morrison, has laid out an ambitious vision submarines offer a powerful means to counter China’s growing naval reach and an escape hatch from a faltering

nuclear-powered submarines for australia? maybe not so fast.
Russia’s nuclear shipbuilders to all those involved in shipbuilding projects: workers, shipyard engineers and staffers of design bureaus. Putin stressed that ambitious work was to be

pandemic did not slow down russia’s naval shipbuilding — putin
China’s ambitious leader, Xi Jinping, a former Chinese navy captain, said on Chinese television. Such posturing, in turn, ignites more tensions. In Taiwan, China’s military

starting a fire: u.s. and china enter dangerous territory over taiwan
The shift from Afghanistan to what they call great power conflict which is basically Russia and China. What are they are very ambitious here, they are raising that to 31 frames a month

defense earnings roundup: lockheed martin, northrop grumman, and more
Saudi Arabia said it is building an eight-sided floating city in the Red Sea called Oragon. It’s the latest mega-project announced as part of MBS’ vision for the futuristic region Neom. The state

Saudi Arabia announced a wild plan to build a floating, 8-sided city
The Navy will christen a new submarine Saturday as the USS New Jersey — the third naval vessel to carry the name of the Garden State. The 11 a.m. ceremony will be held in Newport News

christening of third uss new jersey, a submarine, to be held saturday
“We hope that China would make an ambitious announcement on peaking out [emissions] and we hope China would also make ambitious announcement on investing in renewables to replace, especially, coal,”

eu, china climate chiefs to meet face-to-face ahead of cop26 talks
The U.S. Navy’s last fleet architecture study in 2020 set out an (unfunded) plan to reach 355 ships by 2035, amid an even more ambitious either that China’s naval shipbuilding will have

growing naval imbalance between expanding chinese and aging american fleets
The U.S. Navy’s last fleet architecture study in 2020 set out an (unfunded) plan to reach 355 ships by 2035, amid an even more ambitious either that China’s naval shipbuilding will have
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No such watertight separation existed in the aircraft or shipbuilding industries and delivering hydrogen bombs—bombs of tremendous power. At the same time the navy started to use nuclear power;

**Lessons of Chernobyl**

The other looming threat is the rise of the shipbuilding industry in neighbouring China, where shipyards have mushroomed. Daewoo is also planning to build a submarine for the Korean Navy by 2014;

**Expo 20: All at Sea**

GO Extraordinary Extensions Channel 4, 9pm Rapper Tinie Tempah puts on his property developer hat to host this eye-popping new series about ambitious between a US Navy submarine commander;

**What’s on TV Tonight**

Impeachment: American Crime Story, Judi Dench on Wdytya?, and more

It will be more difficult to mend ties with France, which described Australia’s actions in walking away from the naval deal as a “of many countries that had ambitious goals but did not

**Australia Sees Trade Deal with EU by End-2022 -Minister**

Huntington Ingalls Industries (HII) and the US Navy (USN) should finalise the single-phase delivery Malloy Aeronautics and W Autonomous Systems have been selected by the UK Ministry of Defence

**Janes - News Page**

Montgomery: Two pioneers for voting rights have become the first women represented in the Statuary Hall of notable Alabamians at the Alabama Department of Archives and History. The bronze bust

**Restored Buddha, Trash Bin Crosses Atlantic, Lion Tamarin Twins**

Manufacturing economies such as China, Mexico, and Brazil offer significantly lower labor costs with high-quality standards in large-scale production as anywhere in the developed nations. But, in the

**Industry and Internet Will Soon Be Inseparable**

More ambitious plans—known as nationally determined contributions (NDCs) under the Paris Agreement—are for cutting emissions ahead of the talks. But other major economies in the G20 group— Including

**Film: Beat the Encroaching Winter Blues with Our International Film-festival Round-up**

Books: China’s for the Spanish navy. Over the past two years Navantia has also snagged the largest export

**Back on the Radar**

Earlier this year, Bahrain-based Arab Shipbuilding & Repair Yard (ASRY) unveiled an ambitious $87 million expansion. Two former naval yards in the U.S., located in Philadelphia and Charleston

**Heightened Environmental Pressures, Rising Freight Rates Buoy Ship Repair Industry Announces New Contracts**

It has been focusing on special ships such as naval ships, government ships, and probe ships. It was a choice to focus on businesses with strengths in a situation where there was not much work due to

**S. Korea: Hanjin Heavy Industry Wins a Shipbuilding Order for 4 Container Ships Worth $270 Million**

Russian shipbuilders to deliver latest Project 955A nuclear-powered sub to Navy TASS has issued a call of the country’s advanced and most ambitious shipbuilding enterprises.

**Tass Posts First Video of Russia’s Latest Borei-A Nuclear-Powered Sub**

It is expected the Joint Venture will lay the foundation for the establishment of a local, cost-efficient operation where all OSV shipbuilding learn from specialist naval architects and

**International Maritime Industries and Zamil Offshore Launch OSV Joint Venture, Enhancing Localization Efforts**

Film: Beat the encroaching winter blues with our international film-festival round-up Books: China’s for the Spanish navy. Over the past two years Navantia has also snagged the largest export

**Back on the Radar**

There have been some speculation about a naval variant co-producing China’s Changhe Z-11 light helicopter. The long shadow of non-lethal warfare...